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“Hey,” said the chairman, “what’s the hold up?”
Jesus stood up. “Look,” he said, “if there’s one of you
who has never sinned, let him begin the stoning.”
“I’ve never sinned,” said a well-muscled scribe,
picking up a rock and adding in a low voice, “and
I’m a better fighter than you, too.” “You’re lying on
both counts,” Jesus said as the challenger stepped
forward. Jesus knocked the rock from his hand with
a crescent kick. The scribe unleashed a flurry of
punches, each of which Jesus pushed aside easily.
Jesus smacked the side of the scribe’s head with a
light jab. “You stole a denarius from your father’s
dresser when you were ten.” Blushing from the blow
and the recollection, the scribe threw further force
into his attack, feinting high with his right hand
and striking at Jesus with a left shin kick. Ignoring
the feint, Jesus blocked the kick by turning his leg
slightly, then brought his foot up to connect with
the scribe’s other cheek. “That little theft was just
the beginning,” Jesus said. “Now you shoplift fruit
from the farmers’ stands every day on the way to
the temple.” The scribe hesitated for a moment, then
briefly dropped his eyes, embarrassed. He tried a
combination, but each of his rapid blows
was countered.
				

—Nick Montfort

but makes tick
butt makes tick
cut makes tick
glut makes tick
gut makes tick
hut makes tick
jut makes tick
mutt makes tick
nut makes tick
putt makes tick
rut makes tick
shut makes tick
smut makes tick
strut makes tick
what aix tick
what brakes tick
what breaks tick
what cakes tick
what flakes tick
what jakes tick
what lakes tick
what shakes tick
what stakes tick
what takes tick
what makes brick
what makes chick
what makes click
what makes crick
what makes dick
what makes flick
what makes hick
what makes kick
what makes klick
what makes lick
what makes mick
what makes nick
what makes pick

what makes quick
what makes rick
what makes sic
what makes sick
what makes slick
what makes snick
what makes spick
what makes stick
what makes thick
what makes tic
what makes trick
what makes vic
what makes wick

but must be, must be
butt must be, must be
cut must be, must be
glut must be, must be
gut must be, must be
hut must be, must be
jut must be, must be
mutt must be, must be
nut must be, must be
putt must be, must be
rut must be, must be
shut must be, must be
smut must be, must be
strut must be, must be
what bust be, bust be
what crust be, crust be
what cussed be, cussed be
what dust be, dust be
what gust be, gust be
what just be, just be
what lust be, lust be
what rust be, rust be
what thrust be, thrust be
what trussed be, trussed be
what trust be, trust be

but price?
butt price?
cut price?
glut price?
gut price?
hut price?
jut price?
mutt price?
nut price?
putt price?
rut price?
shut price?
smut price?
strut price?
what dice?
what gneiss?
what ice?
what mice?
what nice?
what rice?
what slice?
what spice?
what splice?
what trice?
what twice?
what vice?
what vise?
but said
butt said
cut said
glut said
gut said
hut said
jut said
mutt said
nut said
putt said
rut said

shut said
smut said
strut said
what bed
what bled
what bread
what bred
what dead
what dread
what ed
what fed
what fled
what fred
what head
what lead
what led
what med
what ned
what pled
what read
what red
what shed
what shred
what sled
what spread
what stead
what ted
what thread
what tread
what wed
what zed
but say?
butt say?
cut say?
glut say?
gut say?
hut say?
jut say?
mutt say?

nut say?
putt say?
rut say?
shut say?
smut say?
strut say?
what bay?
what bey?
what brae?
what bray?
what ca?
what cache?
what cay?
what clay?
what da?
what dak?
what day?
what de?
what dray?
what fay?
what fe?
what fey?
what flay?
what fray?
what frey?
what ga?
what gay?
what gray?
what grey?
what ha?
what hay?
what hey?
what jay?
what kay?
what lay?
what lei?
what les?
what ley?
what mae?
what may?

what mei?
what nay?
what ne?
what neigh?
what ole?
what pay?
what paye?
what play?
what pray?
what prey?
what quay?
what ray?
what re?
what slay?
what sleigh?
what splay?
what spray?
what stay?
what stray?
what sway?
what tay?
what they?
what tray?
what trey?
what way?
what weigh?
what whey?
what yay?
what yea?
but says goes
butt says goes
cut says goes
glut says goes
gut says goes
hut says goes
jut says goes
mutt says goes
nut says goes
putt says goes

rut says goes
shut says goes
smut says goes
strut says goes
what as goes
what biz goes
what fez goes
what fizz goes
what frizz goes
what his goes
what is goes
what ms goes
what pres goes
what quiz goes
what whiz goes
what whizz goes
what wiz goes
what says chose
what says close
what says clothes
what says doze
what says froze
what says hose
what says knows
what says lows
what says nose
what says pose
what says pros
what says prose
what says rose
what says shows
what says slows
what says those
what says throes
what says throws
what says toes
but the heck!
butt the heck!
cut the heck!

glut the heck!
gut the heck!
hut the heck!
jut the heck!
mutt the heck!
nut the heck!
putt the heck!
rut the heck!
shut the heck!
smut the heck!
strut the heck!
what the beck!
what the check!
what the cheque!
what the czech!
what the dec!
what the deck!
what the fleck!
what the lek!
what the neck!
what the peck!
what the sec!
what the spec!
what the speck!
what the tec!
what the tech!
what the trek!
what the whelk!
what the wreck!
but the hell?
butt the hell?
cut the hell?
glut the hell?
gut the hell?
hut the hell?
jut the hell?
mutt the hell?
nut the hell?
putt the hell?

rut the hell?
shut the hell?
smut the hell?
strut the hell?
what the bel?
what the bell?
what the belle?
what the cell?
what the del?
what the dell?
what the dwell?
what the el?
what the ell?
what the fell?
what the gel?
what the jell?
what the knell?
what the mel?
what the pell?
what the quell?
what the sell?
what the shell?
what the smell?
what the spell?
what the swell?
what the tell?
what the well?
what the yell?
but will become of
butt will become of
cut will become of
glut will become of
gut will become of
hut will become of
jut will become of
mutt will become of
nut will become of
putt will become of
rut will become of

shut will become of
smut will become of
strut will become of
what bill become of
what brill become of
what chill become of
what dill become of
what drill become of
what fill become of
what frill become of
what gill become of
what grill become of
what grille become of
what hill become of
what il become of
what ill become of
what jill become of
what kill become of
what krill become of
what mil become of
what mill become of
what nil become of
what phil become of
what pill become of
what quill become of
what rill become of
what shill become of
what shrill become of
what sill become of
what skill become of
what spill become of
what squill become of
what still become of
what swill become of
what thill become of
what thrill become of
what til become of
what till become of
what trill become of
what twill become of

what we’ll become of
what zill become of
what will alum of
what will bass drum of
what will bay rum of
what will beach plum of
what will black gum of
what will blue gum of
what will brake drum of
what will green thumb of
what will pond scum of
what will red drum of
what will red gum of
what will side drum of
what will snare drum of
what will steel drum of
what will succumb of
what will sweet gum of
what will tom thumb of

what’s coming to an
what’s coming to bun
what’s coming to done
what’s coming to donne
what’s coming to dun
what’s coming to fun
what’s coming to gun
what’s coming to hun
what’s coming to none
what’s coming to nun
what’s coming to pun
what’s coming to run
what’s coming to shun
what’s coming to son
what’s coming to spun
what’s coming to stun
what’s coming to sun
what’s coming to ton
what’s coming to tonne

what’s coming to un
what’s coming to won

what’s booking?
what’s looking?
what’s beating
what’s cheating
what’s fleeting
what’s greeting
what’s heating
what’s meeting
what’s seating
what’s sheeting
what’s treating

what’s beating?
what’s cheating?
what’s fleeting?
what’s greeting?
what’s heating?
what’s meeting?
what’s seating?
what’s sheeting?
what’s treating?
what’s aught into?
what’s baht into?
what’s blot into?
what’s bought into?
what’s brought into?
what’s caught into?
what’s clot into?
what’s cot into?
what’s dot into?
what’s fought into?
what’s fraught into?
what’s hot into?

what’s jot into?
what’s knot into?
what’s lat into?
what’s lot into?
what’s lotte into?
what’s naught into?
what’s not into?
what’s nought into?
what’s ought into?
what’s plot into?
what’s pot into?
what’s rot into?
what’s scot into?
what’s scott into?
what’s shot into?
what’s slot into?
what’s snot into?
what’s sot into?
what’s sought into?
what’s spot into?
what’s squat into?
what’s swat into?
what’s taught into?
what’s taut into?
what’s thought into?
what’s tot into?
what’s trot into?
what’s watt into?
what’s wrought into?
what’s yacht into?
what’s his ace
what’s his base
what’s his bass
what’s his brace
what’s his case
what’s his chase
what’s his dace
what’s his glace
what’s his grace

what’s his lace
what’s his mace
what’s his pace
what’s his place
what’s his race
what’s his space
what’s his thrace
what’s his trace
what’s his vase

what’s in an aim?
what’s in a blame?
what’s in a came?
what’s in a claim?
what’s in a dame?
what’s in a fame?
what’s in a flame?
what’s in a frame?
what’s in a game?
what’s in a lame?
what’s in a maim?
what’s in a same?
what’s in a shame?
what’s in a tame?
what’s bleu with you?
what’s blew with you?
what’s blue with you?
what’s boo with you?
what’s brew with you?
what’s chew with you?
what’s chou with you?
what’s chough with you?
what’s clue with you?
what’s coo with you?
what’s coup with you?
what’s crew with you?
what’s cue with you?
what’s dew with you?

what’s do with you?
what’s doo with you?
what’s drew with you?
what’s du with you?
what’s due with you?
what’s ewe with you?
what’s few with you?
what’s flew with you?
what’s flu with you?
what’s flue with you?
what’s glue with you?
what’s gnu with you?
what’s goo with you?
what’s grew with you?
what’s hew with you?
what’s hue with you?
what’s hugh with you?
what’s jew with you?
what’s knew with you?
what’s ku with you?
what’s leu with you?
what’s lieu with you?
what’s loo with you?
what’s lou with you?
what’s lu with you?
what’s mew with you?
what’s moo with you?
what’s mu with you?
what’s nu with you?
what’s ooh with you?
what’s pew with you?
what’s pu with you?
what’s que with you?
what’s queue with you?
what’s roux with you?
what’s ru with you?
what’s rue with you?
what’s screw with you?
what’s shew with you?
what’s shoe with you?

what’s shoo with you?
what’s shrew with you?
what’s sioux with you?
what’s skew with you?
what’s slew with you?
what’s sough with you?
what’s spew with you?
what’s sprue with you?
what’s stew with you?
what’s strew with you?
what’s sue with you?
what’s threw with you?
what’s through with you?
what’s to with you?
what’s too with you?
what’s true with you?
what’s two with you?
what’s view with you?
what’s vu with you?
what’s whew with you?
what’s who with you?
what’s woo with you?
what’s wu with you?
what’s yew with you?
what’s you with you?
what’s yue with you?
what’s zoo with you?
what’s on cap for today?
what’s on chap for today?
what’s on clap for today?
what’s on crap for today?
what’s on flap for today?
what’s on frap for today?
what’s on frappe for today?
what’s on gap for today?
what’s on hap for today?
what’s on jap for today?
what’s on lap for today?
what’s on lapp for today?

what’s on map for today?
what’s on nap for today?
what’s on pap for today?
what’s on rap for today?
what’s on sap for today?
what’s on scrap for today?
what’s on slap for today?
what’s on snap for today?
what’s on strap for today?
what’s on trap for today?
what’s on wrap for today?
what’s on yap for today?
what’s on zap for today?
what’s on tap for abbe?
what’s on tap for allay?
what’s on tap for array?
what’s on tap for astray?
what’s on tap for away?
what’s on tap for ballet?
what’s on tap for betray?
what’s on tap for blue jay?
what’s on tap for bombay?
what’s on tap for bouquet?
what’s on tap for buffet?
what’s on tap for cafe?
what’s on tap for cathay?
what’s on tap for chalet?
what’s on tap for child’s play?
what’s on tap for cliche?
what’s on tap for convey?
what’s on tap for crochet?
what’s on tap for croquet?
what’s on tap for decay?
what’s on tap for defray?
what’s on tap for delay?
what’s on tap for dismay?
what’s on tap for display?
what’s on tap for dossier?
what’s on tap for essay?
what’s on tap for feast day?

what’s on tap for field day?
what’s on tap for filet?
what’s on tap for fillet?
what’s on tap for flag day?
what’s on tap for foul play?
what’s on tap for give way?
what’s on tap for good day?
what’s on tap for gray jay?
what’s on tap for green bay?
what’s on tap for hair spray?
what’s on tap for halfway?
what’s on tap for ira?
what’s on tap for leap day?
what’s on tap for lord’s day?
what’s on tap for make way?
what’s on tap for match play?
what’s on tap for may day?
what’s on tap for moray?
what’s on tap for name day?
what’s on tap for nikkei?
what’s on tap for obey?
what’s on tap for ok?
what’s on tap for okay?
what’s on tap for parfait?
what’s on tap for parquet?
what’s on tap for passe?
what’s on tap for portray?
what’s on tap for prepay?
what’s on tap for puree?
what’s on tap for purvey?
what’s on tap for red bay?
what’s on tap for repay?
what’s on tap for replay?
what’s on tap for risque?
what’s on tap for sachet?
what’s on tap for saint’s day?
what’s on tap for saute?
what’s on tap for school day?
what’s on tap for se?
what’s on tap for sick pay?

what’s on tap for soiree?
what’s on tap for sorbet?
what’s on tap for souffle?
what’s on tap for squeeze play?
what’s on tap for strike pay?
what’s on tap for stroke play?
what’s on tap for survey?
what’s on tap for sweet bay?
what’s on tap for tea tray?
what’s on tap for toupee?
what’s on tap for twelfth day?
what’s on tap for valet?
what’s on tap for x-ray?
what’s the batch?
what’s the hatch?
what’s the latch?
what’s the match?
what’s the patch?
what’s the scratch?
what’s the snatch?
what’s the thatch?
what’s the creel?
what’s the eel?
what’s the feel?
what’s the heal?
what’s the heel?
what’s the keel?
what’s the kneel?
what’s the meal?
what’s the neal?
what’s the peal?
what’s the peel?
what’s the real?
what’s the reel?
what’s the riel?
what’s the seal?
what’s the seel?
what’s the spiel?

what’s the squeal?
what’s the steal?
what’s the steel?
what’s the steele?
what’s the stele?
what’s the teal?
what’s the veal?
what’s the we’ll?
what’s the wheel?
what’s the zeal?
what’s the attar?
what’s the batter?
what’s the chatter?
what’s the clatter?
what’s the flatter?
what’s the hatter?
what’s the latter?
what’s the mater?
what’s the natter?
what’s the patter?
what’s the platter?
what’s the scatter?
what’s the shatter?
what’s the smatter?
what’s the spatter?
what’s the splatter?
what’s the tatar?
what’s the tatter?
what’s to au?
what’s to beau?
what’s to blow?
what’s to bo?
what’s to bow?
what’s to co?
what’s to cro?
what’s to crow?
what’s to doe?
what’s to doh?

what’s to dough?
what’s to floe?
what’s to flow?
what’s to foe?
what’s to fro?
what’s to glow?
what’s to go?
what’s to grow?
what’s to ho?
what’s to hoe?
what’s to jo?
what’s to joe?
what’s to ko?
what’s to lo?
what’s to low?
what’s to luo?
what’s to mo?
what’s to moe?
what’s to mow?
what’s to no?
what’s to oh?
what’s to owe?
what’s to plough?
what’s to po?
what’s to pro?
what’s to quo?
what’s to rho?
what’s to ro?
what’s to roe?
what’s to row?
what’s to sew?
what’s to show?
what’s to sloe?
what’s to slow?
what’s to snow?
what’s to so?
what’s to sow?
what’s to stow?
what’s to tho?
what’s to though?

what’s to throe?
what’s to throw?
what’s to toe?
what’s to tow?
what’s to whoa?
what’s to woe?
what’s to yo?
what’s up, bach?
what’s up, balk?
what’s up, baulk?
what’s up, bloc?
what’s up, block?
what’s up, bock?
what’s up, brock?
what’s up, calk?
what’s up, caulk?
what’s up, chalk?
what’s up, chock?
what’s up, clock?
what’s up, crock?
what’s up, dock?
what’s up, floc?
what’s up, flock?
what’s up, frock?
what’s up, gawk?
what’s up, hawk?
what’s up, hoc?
what’s up, hock?
what’s up, jock?
what’s up, knock?
what’s up, loch?
what’s up, lock?
what’s up, locke?
what’s up, mock?
what’s up, nock?
what’s up, pock?
what’s up, roc?
what’s up, rock?
what’s up, sauk?

what’s up, schlock?
what’s up, shock?
what’s up, smock?
what’s up, sock?
what’s up, squawk?
what’s up, stalk?
what’s up, stock?
what’s up, talk?
what’s up, walk?
what’s up, wok?
what’s bong?
what’s dong?
what’s gong?
what’s hong?
what’s long?
what’s prong?
what’s song?
what’s strong?
what’s tang?
what’s thong?
what’s throng?
what’s twang?
what’s wong?
endeavor turns on
endeavour turns on
forever turns on
however turns on
whenever turns on
wherever turns on
whichever turns on
whoever turns on
whomever turns on
whatever burns on
endeavor turns you on
endeavour turns you on
forever turns you on
however turns you on

whenever turns you on
wherever turns you on
whichever turns you on
whoever turns you on
whomever turns you on
whatever burns you on
creel around
deal around
eel around
feel around
heal around
heel around
keel around
kneel around
meal around
neal around
peal around
peel around
real around
reel around
riel around
seal around
seel around
spiel around
squeal around
steal around
steel around
steele around
stele around
teal around
veal around
we’ll around
zeal around

creel out of
deal out of
eel out of
feel out of

heal out of
heel out of
keel out of
kneel out of
meal out of
neal out of
peal out of
peel out of
real out of
reel out of
riel out of
seal out of
seel out of
spiel out of
squeal out of
steal out of
steel out of
steele out of
stele out of
teal out of
veal out of
we’ll out of
zeal out of
wheel bout of
wheel clout of
wheel doubt of
wheel drought of
wheel flout of
wheel gout of
wheel grout of
wheel knout of
wheel kraut of
wheel lout of
wheel pout of
wheel rout of
wheel route of
wheel scout of
wheel shout of
wheel snout of
wheel spout of

wheel sprout of
wheel stout of
wheel tout of
wheel trout of

bees out
breeze out
cheese out
dees out
ease out
fees out
freeze out
frieze out
geez out
keys out
knees out
lees out
please out
pees out
sees out
seize out
skis out
sleaze out
sneeze out
squeeze out
tease out
these out
trees out
tweeze out
wheeze bout
wheeze clout
wheeze doubt
wheeze drought
wheeze flout
wheeze gout
wheeze grout
wheeze knout
wheeze kraut
wheeze lout

wheeze pout
wheeze rout
wheeze route
wheeze scout
wheeze shout
wheeze snout
wheeze spout
wheeze sprout
wheeze stout
wheeze tout
wheeze trout

been in rome
ben in rome
benne in rome
bin in rome
bren in rome
chen in rome
chin in rome
den in rome
din in rome
en in rome
fen in rome
fin in rome
finn in rome
gen in rome
gin in rome
glen in rome
glenn in rome
grin in rome
gwyn in rome
hen in rome
in in rome
inn in rome
ken in rome
kin in rome
lyn in rome
lynn in rome
men in rome

min in rome
pen in rome
penn in rome
pin in rome
quin in rome
sen in rome
shin in rome
sin in rome
skin in rome
spin in rome
ten in rome
then in rome
thin in rome
tin in rome
twin in rome
un in rome
vin in rome
wen in rome
win in rome
wren in rome
yen in rome
zen in rome
when in brome
when in chrome
when in comb
when in dome
when in foam
when in gnome
when in home
when in loam
when in ohm
when in roam
when in tome
been least expected
ben least expected
benne least expected
bin least expected
bren least expected
chen least expected

chin least expected
den least expected
din least expected
en least expected
fen least expected
fin least expected
finn least expected
gen least expected
gin least expected
glen least expected
glenn least expected
grin least expected
gwyn least expected
hen least expected
in least expected
inn least expected
ken least expected
kin least expected
lyn least expected
lynn least expected
men least expected
min least expected
pen least expected
penn least expected
pin least expected
quin least expected
sen least expected
shin least expected
sin least expected
skin least expected
spin least expected
ten least expected
then least expected
thin least expected
tin least expected
twin least expected
un least expected
vin least expected
wen least expected
win least expected

wren least expected
yen least expected
zen least expected
when beast expected
when creased expected
when east expected
when feast expected
when greased expected
when leased expected
when ne expected
when priest expected
when yeast expected
when least affected
when least collected
when least connected
when least corrected
when least dejected
when least detected
when least directed
when least dissected
when least effected
when least elected
when least erected
when least infected
when least inflected
when least injected
when least neglected
when least objected
when least perfected
when least projected
when least protected
when least reflected
when least rejected
when least respected
when least selected
when least subjected
when least suspected

been the time is ripe

ben the time is ripe
benne the time is ripe
bin the time is ripe
bren the time is ripe
chen the time is ripe
chin the time is ripe
den the time is ripe
din the time is ripe
en the time is ripe
fen the time is ripe
fin the time is ripe
finn the time is ripe
gen the time is ripe
gin the time is ripe
glen the time is ripe
glenn the time is ripe
grin the time is ripe
gwyn the time is ripe
hen the time is ripe
in the time is ripe
inn the time is ripe
ken the time is ripe
kin the time is ripe
lyn the time is ripe
lynn the time is ripe
men the time is ripe
min the time is ripe
pen the time is ripe
penn the time is ripe
pin the time is ripe
quin the time is ripe
sen the time is ripe
shin the time is ripe
sin the time is ripe
skin the time is ripe
spin the time is ripe
ten the time is ripe
then the time is ripe
thin the time is ripe
tin the time is ripe

twin the time is ripe
un the time is ripe
vin the time is ripe
wen the time is ripe
win the time is ripe
wren the time is ripe
yen the time is ripe
zen the time is ripe
when the chime is ripe
when the chyme is ripe
when the climb is ripe
when the clime is ripe
when the crime is ripe
when the dime is ripe
when the grime is ripe
when the I’m is ripe
when the lime is ripe
when the mime is ripe
when the prime is ripe
when the rhyme is ripe
when the slime is ripe
when the thyme is ripe
when the time is gripe
when the time is hype
when the time is pipe
when the time is snipe
when the time is stipe
when the time is stripe
when the time is swipe
when the time is tripe
when the time is type
when the time is wipe

been you get a minute
ben you get a minute
benne you get a minute
bin you get a minute
bren you get a minute
chen you get a minute

chin you get a minute
den you get a minute
din you get a minute
en you get a minute
fen you get a minute
fin you get a minute
finn you get a minute
gen you get a minute
gin you get a minute
glen you get a minute
glenn you get a minute
grin you get a minute
gwyn you get a minute
hen you get a minute
in you get a minute
inn you get a minute
ken you get a minute
kin you get a minute
lyn you get a minute
lynn you get a minute
men you get a minute
min you get a minute
pen you get a minute
penn you get a minute
pin you get a minute
quin you get a minute
sen you get a minute
shin you get a minute
sin you get a minute
skin you get a minute
spin you get a minute
ten you get a minute
then you get a minute
thin you get a minute
tin you get a minute
twin you get a minute
un you get a minute
vin you get a minute
wen you get a minute
win you get a minute

wren you get a minute
yen you get a minute
zen you get a minute
when you bet a minute
when you bit a minute
when you brett a minute
when you brit a minute
when you britt a minute
when you chit a minute
when you debt a minute
when you et a minute
when you fit a minute
when you flit a minute
when you fret a minute
when you grit a minute
when you hit a minute
when you it a minute
when you jet a minute
when you kit a minute
when you knit a minute
when you let a minute
when you lit a minute
when you met a minute
when you mitt a minute
when you net a minute
when you nett a minute
when you nit a minute
when you pet a minute
when you pit a minute
when you pitt a minute
when you quit a minute
when you ret a minute
when you schmidt a minute
when you set a minute
when you sit a minute
when you skit a minute
when you slit a minute
when you spit a minute
when you split a minute
when you sprit a minute

when you sweat a minute
when you tet a minute
when you threat a minute
when you vet a minute
when you wet a minute
when you whet a minute
when you whit a minute
when you wit a minute
when you witt a minute
when you writ a minute
when you yet a minute
when you get an acute
when you get an astute
when you get a beirut
when you get a commute
when you get a compute
when you get a cube root
when you get a dilute
when you get a dispute
when you get a dried fruit
when you get an en route
when you get a g suit
when you get a half boot
when you get a hip boot
when you get a hirsute
when you get an impute
when you get a long suit
when you get a lounge suit
when you get a permute
when you get a pinot
when you get a pollute
when you get a prop root
when you get a pursuit
when you get a recruit
when you get a refute
when you get a repute
when you get a salute
when you get a square root
when you get a star fruit
when you get a stone fruit

when you get a sweat suit
when you get a take root
when you get a to boot
when you get a top boot
when you get a trade route
when you get an uproot

air is coming from
bare is coming from
bear is coming from
blair is coming from
blare is coming from
care is coming from
chair is coming from
claire is coming from
dare is coming from
err is coming from
fair is coming from
fare is coming from
flair is coming from
flare is coming from
glare is coming from
hair is coming from
hare is coming from
heir is coming from
herr is coming from
khmer is coming from
lair is coming from
mare is coming from
ne’er is coming from
pair is coming from
pare is coming from
pear is coming from
prayer is coming from
rare is coming from
scare is coming from
share is coming from
snare is coming from
spare is coming from

square is coming from
stair is coming from
stare is coming from
swear is coming from
tear is coming from
their is coming from
there is coming from
they’re is coming from
ware is coming from
wear is coming from

air one is coming from
bare one is coming from
bear one is coming from
blair one is coming from
blare one is coming from
care one is coming from
chair one is coming from
claire one is coming from
dare one is coming from
err one is coming from
fair one is coming from
fare one is coming from
flair one is coming from
flare one is coming from
glare one is coming from
hair one is coming from
hare one is coming from
heir one is coming from
herr one is coming from
khmer one is coming from
lair one is coming from
mare one is coming from
ne’er one is coming from
pair one is coming from
pare one is coming from
pear one is coming from
prayer one is coming from
rare one is coming from

scare one is coming from
share one is coming from
snare one is coming from
spare one is coming from
square one is coming from
stair one is coming from
stare one is coming from
swear one is coming from
tear one is coming from
their one is coming from
there one is coming from
they’re one is coming from
ware one is coming from
wear one is coming from
where an is coming from
where bun is coming from
where done is coming from
where donne is coming from
where dun is coming from
where fun is coming from
where gun is coming from
where hun is coming from
where none is coming from
where nun is coming from
where pun is coming from
where run is coming from
where shun is coming from
where son is coming from
where spun is coming from
where stun is coming from
where sun is coming from
where ton is coming from
where tonne is coming from
where un is coming from
where won is coming from

air the action is
bare the action is
bear the action is

blair the action is
blare the action is
care the action is
chair the action is
claire the action is
dare the action is
err the action is
fair the action is
fare the action is
flair the action is
flare the action is
glare the action is
hair the action is
hare the action is
heir the action is
herr the action is
khmer the action is
lair the action is
mare the action is
ne’er the action is
pair the action is
pare the action is
pear the action is
prayer the action is
rare the action is
scare the action is
share the action is
snare the action is
spare the action is
square the action is
stair the action is
stare the action is
swear the action is
tear the action is
their the action is
there the action is
they’re the action is
ware the action is
wear the action is
where the faction is

where the fraction is
where the traction is

bet appetite
brett appetite
debt appetite
et appetite
fret appetite
get appetite
jet appetite
let appetite
met appetite
net appetite
nett appetite
pet appetite
ret appetite
set appetite
sweat appetite
tet appetite
threat appetite
vet appetite
wet appetite
yet appetite

biff of
cliff of
glyph of
if of
quiff of
riff of
skiff of
sniff of
stiff of
tiff of

aisle away
bile away

chyle away
file away
guile away
I’ll away
isle away
kyle away
mile away
nile away
phyle away
pile away
rile away
smile away
spile away
stile away
style away
tile away
vile away
wile away
while abbe
while allay
while array
while astray
while ballet
while betray
while blue jay
while bombay
while bouquet
while buffet
while cafe
while cathay
while chalet
while child’s play
while cliche
while convey
while crochet
while croquet
while decay
while defray
while delay
while dismay

while display
while dossier
while essay
while feast day
while field day
while filet
while fillet
while flag day
while foul play
while give way
while good day
while gray jay
while green bay
while hair spray
while halfway
while ira
while leap day
while lord’s day
while make way
while match play
while may day
while moray
while name day
while nikkei
while obey
while ok
while okay
while parfait
while parquet
while passe
while portray
while prepay
while puree
while purvey
while red bay
while repay
while replay
while risque
while sachet
while saint’s day

while saute
while school day
while se
while sick pay
while soiree
while sorbet
while souffle
while squeeze play
while strike pay
while stroke play
while survey
while sweet bay
while tea tray
while today
while toupee
while twelfth day
while valet
while x-ray

blip away
chip away
clip away
dip away
drip away
flip away
grip away
grippe away
gyp away
hip away
kip away
lip away
nip away
pip away
quip away
rip away
scrip away
ship away
sip away
skip away

slip away
snip away
strip away
tcp/ip away
tip away
trip away
yip away
zip away
whip abbe
whip allay
whip array
whip astray
whip ballet
whip betray
whip blue jay
whip bombay
whip bouquet
whip buffet
whip cafe
whip cathay
whip chalet
whip child’s play
whip cliche
whip convey
whip crochet
whip croquet
whip decay
whip defray
whip delay
whip dismay
whip display
whip dossier
whip essay
whip feast day
whip field day
whip filet
whip fillet
whip flag day
whip foul play
whip give way

whip good day
whip gray jay
whip green bay
whip hair spray
whip halfway
whip ira
whip leap day
whip lord’s day
whip make way
whip match play
whip may day
whip moray
whip name day
whip nikkei
whip obey
whip ok
whip okay
whip parfait
whip parquet
whip passe
whip portray
whip prepay
whip puree
whip purvey
whip red bay
whip repay
whip replay
whip risque
whip sachet
whip saint’s day
whip saute
whip school day
whip se
whip sick pay
whip soiree
whip sorbet
whip souffle
whip squeeze play
whip strike pay
whip stroke play

whip survey
whip sweet bay
whip tea tray
whip today
whip toupee
whip twelfth day
whip valet
whip x-ray

blip into
chip into
clip into
dip into
drip into
flip into
grip into
grippe into
gyp into
hip into
kip into
lip into
nip into
pip into
quip into
rip into
scrip into
ship into
sip into
skip into
slip into
snip into
strip into
tcp/ip into
tip into
trip into
yip into
zip into

blip into doing
chip into doing
clip into doing
dip into doing
drip into doing
flip into doing
grip into doing
grippe into doing
gyp into doing
hip into doing
kip into doing
lip into doing
nip into doing
pip into doing
quip into doing
rip into doing
scrip into doing
ship into doing
sip into doing
skip into doing
slip into doing
snip into doing
strip into doing
tcp/ip into doing
tip into doing
trip into doing
yip into doing
zip into doing
whip into blueing
whip into bluing
whip into brewing
whip into chewing
whip into stewing
whip into suing
whip into viewing
whip into wooing

blip off to
chip off to

clip off to
dip off to
drip off to
flip off to
grip off to
grippe off to
gyp off to
hip off to
kip off to
lip off to
nip off to
pip off to
quip off to
rip off to
scrip off to
ship off to
sip off to
skip off to
slip off to
snip off to
strip off to
tcp/ip off to
tip off to
trip off to
yip off to
zip off to

blip on
chip on
clip on
dip on
drip on
flip on
grip on
grippe on
gyp on
hip on
kip on
lip on

nip on
pip on
quip on
rip on
scrip on
ship on
sip on
skip on
slip on
snip on
strip on
tcp/ip on
tip on
trip on
yip on
zip on

blip over
chip over
clip over
dip over
drip over
flip over
grip over
grippe over
gyp over
hip over
kip over
lip over
nip over
pip over
quip over
rip over
scrip over
ship over
sip over
skip over
slip over
snip over

strip over
tcp/ip over
tip over
trip over
yip over
zip over

blip through
chip through
clip through
dip through
drip through
flip through
grip through
grippe through
gyp through
hip through
kip through
lip through
nip through
pip through
quip through
rip through
scrip through
ship through
sip through
skip through
slip through
snip through
strip through
tcp/ip through
tip through
trip through
yip through
zip through

blip up
chip up

clip up
dip up
drip up
flip up
grip up
grippe up
gyp up
hip up
kip up
lip up
nip up
pip up
quip up
rip up
scrip up
ship up
sip up
skip up
slip up
snip up
strip up
tcp/ip up
tip up
trip up
yip up
zip up

whipping cloy
whipping coy
whipping goy
whipping hoy
whipping joy
whipping ploy
whipping roy
whipping soy
whipping toy
whipping troy

burl around
curl around
earl around
girl around
hurl around
merl around
merle around
pearl around
swirl around
twirl around
whorl around

bisque around
brisk around
disc around
disk around
fisc around
frisk around
risc around
risk around

bristle in the dark
fissile in the dark
gristle in the dark
missal in the dark
missile in the dark
thistle in the dark
whistle in the arc
whistle in the ark
whistle in the bark
whistle in the barque
whistle in the clark
whistle in the hark
whistle in the lark
whistle in the marc
whistle in the mark
whistle in the marque
whistle in the narc

whistle in the park
whistle in the quark
whistle in the shark
whistle in the spark
whistle in the stark

whistling in the arc
whistling in the ark
whistling in the bark
whistling in the barque
whistling in the clark
whistling in the hark
whistling in the lark
whistling in the marc
whistling in the mark
whistling in the marque
whistling in the narc
whistling in the park
whistling in the quark
whistling in the shark
whistling in the spark
whistling in the stark

bight elephant
bite elephant
blight elephant
bright elephant
byte elephant
cite elephant
dwight elephant
fight elephant
flight elephant
fright elephant
height elephant
kite elephant
knight elephant
light elephant
lite elephant

might elephant
mite elephant
night elephant
plight elephant
quite elephant
right elephant
rite elephant
sight elephant
site elephant
sleight elephant
slight elephant
smite elephant
spite elephant
sprite elephant
tight elephant
trite elephant
wight elephant
wright elephant
write elephant

brittle out of
it’ll out of
little out of
skittle out of
spittle out of
tittle out of
whittle bout of
whittle clout of
whittle doubt of
whittle drought of
whittle flout of
whittle gout of
whittle grout of
whittle knout of
whittle kraut of
whittle lout of
whittle pout of
whittle rout of
whittle route of

whittle scout of
whittle shout of
whittle snout of
whittle spout of
whittle sprout of
whittle stout of
whittle tout of
whittle trout of

biz past
fizz past
frizz past
his past
is past
ms past
quiz past
says past
whizz past
wiz past
whiz asked
whiz bast
whiz blast
whiz cast
whiz caste
whiz fast
whiz glassed
whiz last
whiz massed
whiz mast
whiz nast
whiz passed
whiz vast

biz through
fizz through
frizz through
his through
is through

ms through
quiz through
says through
whizz through
wiz through

bleu cares?
blew cares?
blue cares?
boo cares?
brew cares?
chew cares?
chou cares?
chough cares?
clue cares?
coo cares?
coup cares?
crew cares?
cue cares?
dew cares?
do cares?
doo cares?
drew cares?
du cares?
due cares?
ewe cares?
few cares?
flew cares?
flu cares?
flue cares?
glue cares?
gnu cares?
goo cares?
grew cares?
hew cares?
hue cares?
hugh cares?
jew cares?
knew cares?

ku cares?
leu cares?
lieu cares?
loo cares?
lou cares?
lu cares?
mew cares?
moo cares?
mu cares?
new cares?
nu cares?
ooh cares?
pew cares?
pu cares?
que cares?
queue cares?
roux cares?
ru cares?
rue cares?
screw cares?
shew cares?
shoe cares?
shoo cares?
shrew cares?
sioux cares?
skew cares?
slew cares?
sough cares?
spew cares?
sprue cares?
stew cares?
strew cares?
sue cares?
threw cares?
through cares?
to cares?
too cares?
true cares?
two cares?
view cares?

vu cares?
whew cares?
woo cares?
wu cares?
yew cares?
you cares?
yue cares?
zoo cares?
who airs?
who bears?
who chairs?
who hairs?
who heirs?
who pairs?
who shares?
who squares?
who stairs?
who tears?
who theirs?
who wares?
bleu needs
blew needs
blue needs
boo needs
brew needs
chew needs
chou needs
chough needs
clue needs
coo needs
coup needs
crew needs
cue needs
dew needs
do needs
doo needs
drew needs
du needs
due needs

ewe needs
few needs
flew needs
flu needs
flue needs
glue needs
gnu needs
goo needs
grew needs
hew needs
hue needs
hugh needs
jew needs
knew needs
ku needs
leu needs
lieu needs
loo needs
lou needs
lu needs
mew needs
moo needs
mu needs
new needs
nu needs
ooh needs
pew needs
pu needs
que needs
queue needs
roux needs
ru needs
rue needs
screw needs
shew needs
shoe needs
shoo needs
shrew needs
sioux needs
skew needs

slew needs
sough needs
spew needs
sprue needs
stew needs
strew needs
sue needs
threw needs
through needs
to needs
too needs
true needs
two needs
view needs
vu needs
whew needs
woo needs
wu needs
yew needs
you needs
yue needs
zoo needs
who beads
who deeds
who leads
who leeds
who reads
who seeds
who speeds
who weeds

bleu the hell?
blew the hell?
blue the hell?
boo the hell?
brew the hell?
chew the hell?
chou the hell?
chough the hell?

clue the hell?
coo the hell?
coup the hell?
crew the hell?
cue the hell?
dew the hell?
do the hell?
doo the hell?
drew the hell?
du the hell?
due the hell?
ewe the hell?
few the hell?
flew the hell?
flu the hell?
flue the hell?
glue the hell?
gnu the hell?
goo the hell?
grew the hell?
hew the hell?
hue the hell?
hugh the hell?
jew the hell?
knew the hell?
ku the hell?
leu the hell?
lieu the hell?
loo the hell?
lou the hell?
lu the hell?
mew the hell?
moo the hell?
mu the hell?
new the hell?
nu the hell?
ooh the hell?
pew the hell?
pu the hell?
que the hell?

queue the hell?
roux the hell?
ru the hell?
rue the hell?
screw the hell?
shew the hell?
shoe the hell?
shoo the hell?
shrew the hell?
sioux the hell?
skew the hell?
slew the hell?
sough the hell?
spew the hell?
sprue the hell?
stew the hell?
strew the hell?
sue the hell?
threw the hell?
through the hell?
to the hell?
too the hell?
true the hell?
two the hell?
view the hell?
vu the hell?
whew the hell?
woo the hell?
wu the hell?
yew the hell?
you the hell?
yue the hell?
zoo the hell?
who the bel?
who the bell?
who the belle?
who the cell?
who the del?
who the dell?
who the dwell?

who the el?
who the ell?
who the fell?
who the gel?
who the jell?
who the knell?
who the mel?
who the pell?
who the quell?
who the sell?
who the shell?
who the smell?
who the spell?
who the swell?
who the tell?
who the well?
who the yell?
bleu was it?
blew was it?
blue was it?
boo was it?
brew was it?
chew was it?
chou was it?
chough was it?
clue was it?
coo was it?
coup was it?
crew was it?
cue was it?
dew was it?
do was it?
doo was it?
drew was it?
du was it?
due was it?
ewe was it?
few was it?
flew was it?

flu was it?
flue was it?
glue was it?
gnu was it?
goo was it?
grew was it?
hew was it?
hue was it?
hugh was it?
jew was it?
knew was it?
ku was it?
leu was it?
lieu was it?
loo was it?
lou was it?
lu was it?
mew was it?
moo was it?
mu was it?
new was it?
nu was it?
ooh was it?
pew was it?
pu was it?
que was it?
queue was it?
roux was it?
ru was it?
rue was it?
screw was it?
shew was it?
shoe was it?
shoo was it?
shrew was it?
sioux was it?
skew was it?
slew was it?
sough was it?
spew was it?

sprue was it?
stew was it?
strew was it?
sue was it?
threw was it?
through was it?
to was it?
too was it?
true was it?
two was it?
view was it?
vu was it?
whew was it?
woo was it?
wu was it?
yew was it?
you was it?
yue was it?
zoo was it?
bleu would have thought
blew would have thought
blue would have thought
boo would have thought
brew would have thought
chew would have thought
chou would have thought
chough would have thought
clue would have thought
coo would have thought
coup would have thought
crew would have thought
cue would have thought
dew would have thought
do would have thought
doo would have thought
drew would have thought
du would have thought
due would have thought
ewe would have thought

few would have thought
flew would have thought
flu would have thought
flue would have thought
glue would have thought
gnu would have thought
goo would have thought
grew would have thought
hew would have thought
hue would have thought
hugh would have thought
jew would have thought
knew would have thought
ku would have thought
leu would have thought
lieu would have thought
loo would have thought
lou would have thought
lu would have thought
mew would have thought
moo would have thought
mu would have thought
new would have thought
nu would have thought
ooh would have thought
pew would have thought
pu would have thought
que would have thought
queue would have thought
roux would have thought
ru would have thought
rue would have thought
screw would have thought
shew would have thought
shoe would have thought
shoo would have thought
shrew would have thought
sioux would have thought
skew would have thought
slew would have thought

sough would have thought
spew would have thought
sprue would have thought
stew would have thought
strew would have thought
sue would have thought
threw would have thought
through would have thought
to would have thought
too would have thought
true would have thought
two would have thought
view would have thought
vu would have thought
whew would have thought
woo would have thought
wu would have thought
yew would have thought
you would have thought
yue would have thought
zoo would have thought
who could have thought
who good have thought
who hood have thought
who should have thought
who stood have thought
who wood have thought
who you’d have thought
who would have aught
who would have baht
who would have blot
who would have bought
who would have brought
who would have caught
who would have clot
who would have cot
who would have dot
who would have fought
who would have fraught
who would have got

who would have hot
who would have jot
who would have knot
who would have lat
who would have lot
who would have lotte
who would have naught
who would have not
who would have nought
who would have ought
who would have plot
who would have pot
who would have rot
who would have scot
who would have scott
who would have shot
who would have slot
who would have snot
who would have sot
who would have sought
who would have spot
who would have squat
who would have swat
who would have taught
who would have taut
who would have tot
who would have trot
who would have watt
who would have wrought
who would have yacht

bleu would have thought?
blew would have thought?
blue would have thought?
boo would have thought?
brew would have thought?
chew would have thought?
chou would have thought?
chough would have thought?

clue would have thought?
coo would have thought?
coup would have thought?
crew would have thought?
cue would have thought?
dew would have thought?
do would have thought?
doo would have thought?
drew would have thought?
du would have thought?
due would have thought?
ewe would have thought?
few would have thought?
flew would have thought?
flu would have thought?
flue would have thought?
glue would have thought?
gnu would have thought?
goo would have thought?
grew would have thought?
hew would have thought?
hue would have thought?
hugh would have thought?
jew would have thought?
knew would have thought?
ku would have thought?
leu would have thought?
lieu would have thought?
loo would have thought?
lou would have thought?
lu would have thought?
mew would have thought?
moo would have thought?
mu would have thought?
new would have thought?
nu would have thought?
ooh would have thought?
pew would have thought?
pu would have thought?
que would have thought?

queue would have thought?
roux would have thought?
ru would have thought?
rue would have thought?
screw would have thought?
shew would have thought?
shoe would have thought?
shoo would have thought?
shrew would have thought?
sioux would have thought?
skew would have thought?
slew would have thought?
sough would have thought?
spew would have thought?
sprue would have thought?
stew would have thought?
strew would have thought?
sue would have thought?
threw would have thought?
through would have thought?
to would have thought?
too would have thought?
true would have thought?
two would have thought?
view would have thought?
vu would have thought?
whew would have thought?
woo would have thought?
wu would have thought?
yew would have thought?
you would have thought?
yue would have thought?
zoo would have thought?
who could have thought?
who good have thought?
who hood have thought?
who should have thought?
who stood have thought?
who wood have thought?
who you’d have thought?

who would have aught?
who would have baht?
who would have blot?
who would have bought?
who would have brought?
who would have caught?
who would have clot?
who would have cot?
who would have dot?
who would have fought?
who would have fraught?
who would have got?
who would have hot?
who would have jot?
who would have knot?
who would have lat?
who would have lot?
who would have lotte?
who would have naught?
who would have not?
who would have nought?
who would have ought?
who would have plot?
who would have pot?
who would have rot?
who would have scot?
who would have scott?
who would have shot?
who would have slot?
who would have snot?
who would have sot?
who would have sought?
who would have spot?
who would have squat?
who would have swat?
who would have taught?
who would have taut?
who would have tot?
who would have trot?
who would have watt?

who would have wrought?
who would have yacht?
who’s air?
who’s bare?
who’s bear?
who’s blair?
who’s blare?
who’s care?
who’s chair?
who’s claire?
who’s dare?
who’s err?
who’s fair?
who’s fare?
who’s flair?
who’s flare?
who’s glare?
who’s hair?
who’s hare?
who’s heir?
who’s herr?
who’s khmer?
who’s lair?
who’s mare?
who’s ne’er?
who’s pair?
who’s pare?
who’s pear?
who’s prayer?
who’s rare?
who’s scare?
who’s share?
who’s snare?
who’s spare?
who’s square?
who’s stair?
who’s stare?
who’s swear?
who’s tear?

who’s their?
who’s they’re?
who’s ware?
who’s wear?
who’s where?
whoa, belly!
whoa, delhi!
whoa, deli!
whoa, jelly!
whoa, kelly!
whoa, shelley!
whoa, shelly!
whoa, smelly!
whoa, tele!
whoa, telly!
bole ball of wax
boll ball of wax
bowl ball of wax
coal ball of wax
cole ball of wax
dhole ball of wax
dole ball of wax
foal ball of wax
goal ball of wax
hole ball of wax
knoll ball of wax
kohl ball of wax
mole ball of wax
ole ball of wax
pole ball of wax
poll ball of wax
role ball of wax
roll ball of wax
scroll ball of wax
seoul ball of wax
shoal ball of wax
sol ball of wax
sole ball of wax

soul ball of wax
stole ball of wax
stroll ball of wax
thole ball of wax
toll ball of wax
troll ball of wax
whole all of wax
whole bawl of wax
whole brawl of wax
whole call of wax
whole caul of wax
whole crawl of wax
whole dahl of wax
whole dol of wax
whole doll of wax
whole drawl of wax
whole fall of wax
whole gall of wax
whole gaul of wax
whole hall of wax
whole haul of wax
whole loll of wax
whole mall of wax
whole maul of wax
whole mol of wax
whole moll of wax
whole molle of wax
whole pall of wax
whole paul of wax
whole pol of wax
whole saul of wax
whole scrawl of wax
whole shawl of wax
whole small of wax
whole sol of wax
whole sprawl of wax
whole squall of wax
whole stall of wax
whole tall of wax
whole thrall of wax

whole trawl of wax
whole wal of wax
whole wall of wax
whole ball of acts
whole ball of ax
whole ball of axe
whole ball of backs
whole ball of blacks
whole ball of cracks
whole ball of facts
whole ball of fax
whole ball of flax
whole ball of jacks
whole ball of lax
whole ball of max
whole ball of packs
whole ball of pax
whole ball of sacks
whole ball of sax
whole ball of saxe
whole ball of slacks
whole ball of stacks
whole ball of tax
whole ball of tracks

bole heap more
boll heap more
bowl heap more
coal heap more
cole heap more
dhole heap more
dole heap more
foal heap more
goal heap more
hole heap more
knoll heap more
kohl heap more
mole heap more
ole heap more

pole heap more
poll heap more
role heap more
roll heap more
scroll heap more
seoul heap more
shoal heap more
sol heap more
sole heap more
soul heap more
stole heap more
stroll heap more
thole heap more
toll heap more
troll heap more
whole beep more
whole bleep more
whole cheap more
whole cheep more
whole creep more
whole deep more
whole jeep more
whole keep more
whole leap more
whole peep more
whole reap more
whole seep more
whole sheep more
whole sleep more
whole steep more
whole sweep more
whole weep more
whole heap boar
whole heap boer
whole heap bore
whole heap chore
whole heap core
whole heap corps
whole heap crore
whole heap door

whole heap drawer
whole heap floor
whole heap for
whole heap fore
whole heap four
whole heap gore
whole heap hoar
whole heap lore
whole heap moore
whole heap nor
whole heap oar
whole heap or
whole heap ore
whole heap pore
whole heap pour
whole heap roar
whole heap score
whole heap shore
whole heap snore
whole heap soar
whole heap sore
whole heap spore
whole heap store
whole heap swore
whole heap thor
whole heap tor
whole heap tore
whole heap torr
whole heap war
whole heap whore
whole heap wore
whole heap yore
whole heap your

bole nine yards
boll nine yards
bowl nine yards
coal nine yards
cole nine yards

dhole nine yards
dole nine yards
foal nine yards
goal nine yards
hole nine yards
knoll nine yards
kohl nine yards
mole nine yards
ole nine yards
pole nine yards
poll nine yards
role nine yards
roll nine yards
scroll nine yards
seoul nine yards
shoal nine yards
sol nine yards
sole nine yards
soul nine yards
stole nine yards
stroll nine yards
thole nine yards
toll nine yards
troll nine yards
whole brine yards
whole chine yards
whole dine yards
whole fine yards
whole jain yards
whole klein yards
whole kline yards
whole line yards
whole mine yards
whole pine yards
whole quine yards
whole rhein yards
whole rhine yards
whole shine yards
whole shrine yards
whole sign yards

whole sine yards
whole spine yards
whole spline yards
whole stein yards
whole swine yards
whole tine yards
whole trine yards
whole twine yards
whole tyne yards
whole vine yards
whole whine yards
whole wine yards
whole nine cards
whole nine guards

bole shebang
boll shebang
bowl shebang
coal shebang
cole shebang
dhole shebang
dole shebang
foal shebang
goal shebang
hole shebang
knoll shebang
kohl shebang
mole shebang
ole shebang
pole shebang
poll shebang
role shebang
roll shebang
scroll shebang
seoul shebang
shoal shebang
sol shebang
sole shebang
soul shebang

stole shebang
stroll shebang
thole shebang
toll shebang
troll shebang

bole wide world
boll wide world
bowl wide world
coal wide world
cole wide world
dhole wide world
dole wide world
foal wide world
goal wide world
hole wide world
knoll wide world
kohl wide world
mole wide world
ole wide world
pole wide world
poll wide world
role wide world
roll wide world
scroll wide world
seoul wide world
shoal wide world
sol wide world
sole wide world
soul wide world
stole wide world
stroll wide world
thole wide world
toll wide world
troll wide world
whole bide world
whole bride world
whole chide world
whole clyde world

whole cried world
whole died world
whole dried world
whole dyed world
whole eyed world
whole fried world
whole glide world
whole guide world
whole hide world
whole hyde world
whole I’d world
whole lied world
whole pied world
whole pride world
whole ride world
whole side world
whole slide world
whole snide world
whole stride world
whole tide world
whole tied world
whole tried world

bole works
boll works
bowl works
coal works
cole works
dhole works
dole works
foal works
goal works
hole works
knoll works
kohl works
mole works
ole works
pole works
poll works

role works
roll works
scroll works
seoul works
shoal works
sol works
sole works
soul works
stole works
stroll works
thole works
toll works
troll works

ai don’t you?
aye don’t you?
bi don’t you?
buy don’t you?
by don’t you?
bye don’t you?
chi don’t you?
cry don’t you?
di don’t you?
die don’t you?
dry don’t you?
dye don’t you?
eye don’t you?
fly don’t you?
fry don’t you?
guy don’t you?
hi don’t you?
high don’t you?
lie don’t you?
ly don’t you?
lye don’t you?
mei don’t you?
my don’t you?
nigh don’t you?
phi don’t you?

pi don’t you?
pie don’t you?
ply don’t you?
pry don’t you?
psi don’t you?
rye don’t you?
shy don’t you?
sigh don’t you?
sky don’t you?
sly don’t you?
spry don’t you?
spy don’t you?
sri don’t you?
sty don’t you?
tai don’t you?
thai don’t you?
thigh don’t you?
thy don’t you?
tie don’t you?
tri don’t you?
try don’t you?
vi don’t you?
vie don’t you?
wry don’t you?

ai not?
aye not?
bi not?
buy not?
by not?
bye not?
chi not?
cry not?
di not?
die not?
dry not?
dye not?
eye not?
fly not?

fry not?
guy not?
hi not?
high not?
lie not?
ly not?
lye not?
mei not?
my not?
nigh not?
phi not?
pi not?
pie not?
ply not?
pry not?
psi not?
rye not?
shy not?
sigh not?
sky not?
sly not?
spry not?
spy not?
sri not?
sty not?
tai not?
thai not?
thigh not?
thy not?
tie not?
tri not?
try not?
vi not?
vie not?
wry not?
why aught?
why baht?
why blot?
why bought?
why brought?

why caught?
why clot?
why cot?
why dot?
why fought?
why fraught?
why got?
why hot?
why jot?
why knot?
why lat?
why lot?
why lotte?
why naught?
why nought?
why ought?
why plot?
why pot?
why rot?
why scot?
why scott?
why shot?
why slot?
why snot?
why sot?
why sought?
why spot?
why squat?
why swat?
why taught?
why taut?
why thought?
why tot?
why trot?
why watt?
why wrought?
why yacht?
bise and wherefores of
cries and wherefores of

dies and wherefores of
eyes and wherefores of
flies and wherefores of
fries and wherefores of
guise and wherefores of
guys and wherefores of
highs and wherefores of
lies and wherefores of
pies and wherefores of
prise and wherefores of
prize and wherefores of
rise and wherefores of
size and wherefores of
skies and wherefores of
spies and wherefores of
ties and wherefores of
tries and wherefores of
wise and wherefores of

bide of the mark
bride of the mark
chide of the mark
clyde of the mark
cried of the mark
died of the mark
dried of the mark
dyed of the mark
eyed of the mark
fried of the mark
glide of the mark
guide of the mark
hide of the mark
hyde of the mark
I’d of the mark
lied of the mark
pied of the mark
pride of the mark
ride of the mark
side of the mark

slide of the mark
snide of the mark
stride of the mark
tide of the mark
tied of the mark
tried of the mark
wide of the arc
wide of the ark
wide of the bark
wide of the barque
wide of the clark
wide of the dark
wide of the hark
wide of the lark
wide of the marc
wide of the marque
wide of the narc
wide of the park
wide of the quark
wide of the shark
wide of the spark
wide of the stark

bide open
bride open
chide open
clyde open
cried open
died open
dried open
dyed open
eyed open
fried open
glide open
guide open
hide open
hyde open
I’d open
lied open

pied open
pride open
ride open
side open
slide open
snide open
stride open
tide open
tied open
tried open

big out
brig out
dig out
fig out
frigg out
gig out
jig out
mig out
pig out
prig out
rig out
sprig out
swig out
trig out
twig out
whig out
zig out
wig bout
wig clout
wig doubt
wig drought
wig flout
wig gout
wig grout
wig knout
wig kraut
wig lout
wig pout

wig rout
wig route
wig scout
wig shout
wig snout
wig spout
wig sprout
wig stout
wig tout
wig trout

child horses
filed horses
mild horses
piled horses
riled horses
smiled horses
styled horses
wild courses
wild forces

wildest beams
wildest seams
wildest streams
wildest teams

bill be the death of
brill be the death of
chill be the death of
dill be the death of
drill be the death of
fill be the death of
frill be the death of
gill be the death of
grill be the death of
grille be the death of
hill be the death of

il be the death of
ill be the death of
jill be the death of
kill be the death of
krill be the death of
mil be the death of
mill be the death of
nil be the death of
phil be the death of
pill be the death of
quill be the death of
rill be the death of
shill be the death of
shrill be the death of
sill be the death of
skill be the death of
spill be the death of
squill be the death of
still be the death of
swill be the death of
thill be the death of
thrill be the death of
til be the death of
till be the death of
trill be the death of
twill be the death of
we’ll be the death of
zill be the death of
will be the beth of
will be the breath of
will be the heth of
will be the meth of
will be the seth of

bill never fly
brill never fly
chill never fly
dill never fly
drill never fly

fill never fly
frill never fly
gill never fly
grill never fly
grille never fly
hill never fly
il never fly
ill never fly
jill never fly
kill never fly
krill never fly
mil never fly
mill never fly
nil never fly
phil never fly
pill never fly
quill never fly
rill never fly
shill never fly
shrill never fly
sill never fly
skill never fly
spill never fly
squill never fly
still never fly
swill never fly
thill never fly
thrill never fly
til never fly
till never fly
trill never fly
twill never fly
we’ll never fly
zill never fly
will clever fly
will ever fly
will lever fly
will sever fly
will never ai
will never aye

will never bi
will never buy
will never by
will never bye
will never chi
will never cry
will never di
will never die
will never dry
will never dye
will never eye
will never fry
will never guy
will never hi
will never high
will never lie
will never ly
will never lye
will never mei
will never my
will never nigh
will never phi
will never pi
will never pie
will never ply
will never pry
will never psi
will never rye
will never shy
will never sigh
will never sky
will never sly
will never spry
will never spy
will never sri
will never sty
will never tai
will never thai
will never thigh
will never thy

will never tie
will never tri
will never try
will never vi
will never vie
will never why
will never wry

bill stop at nothing
brill stop at nothing
chill stop at nothing
dill stop at nothing
drill stop at nothing
fill stop at nothing
frill stop at nothing
gill stop at nothing
grill stop at nothing
grille stop at nothing
hill stop at nothing
il stop at nothing
ill stop at nothing
jill stop at nothing
kill stop at nothing
krill stop at nothing
mil stop at nothing
mill stop at nothing
nil stop at nothing
phil stop at nothing
pill stop at nothing
quill stop at nothing
rill stop at nothing
shill stop at nothing
shrill stop at nothing
sill stop at nothing
skill stop at nothing
spill stop at nothing
squill stop at nothing
still stop at nothing
swill stop at nothing

thill stop at nothing
thrill stop at nothing
til stop at nothing
till stop at nothing
trill stop at nothing
twill stop at nothing
we’ll stop at nothing
zill stop at nothing
will bop at nothing
will chop at nothing
will cop at nothing
will crop at nothing
will drop at nothing
will flop at nothing
will fop at nothing
will hop at nothing
will lop at nothing
will mop at nothing
will op at nothing
will plop at nothing
will pop at nothing
will prop at nothing
will scaup at nothing
will shop at nothing
will slop at nothing
will sop at nothing
will swap at nothing
will top at nothing

blimp out
chimp out
crimp out
imp out
limp out
pimp out
primp out
scrimp out
shrimp out
skimp out

wimp bout
wimp clout
wimp doubt
wimp drought
wimp flout
wimp gout
wimp grout
wimp knout
wimp kraut
wimp lout
wimp pout
wimp rout
wimp route
wimp scout
wimp shout
wimp snout
wimp spout
wimp sprout
wimp stout
wimp tout
wimp trout

been a few, lose a few
bin a few, lose a few
chin a few, lose a few
din a few, lose a few
fin a few, lose a few
finn a few, lose a few
gin a few, lose a few
grin a few, lose a few
gwyn a few, lose a few
in a few, lose a few
inn a few, lose a few
kin a few, lose a few
lyn a few, lose a few
lynn a few, lose a few
min a few, lose a few
pin a few, lose a few
quin a few, lose a few

shin a few, lose a few
sin a few, lose a few
skin a few, lose a few
spin a few, lose a few
thin a few, lose a few
tin a few, lose a few
twin a few, lose a few
vin a few, lose a few
when a few, lose a few
win a few, blues a few
win a few, booze a few
win a few, bruise a few
win a few, choose a few
win a few, cruise a few
win a few, cruse a few
win a few, cruz a few
win a few, cues a few
win a few, dues a few
win a few, fuse a few
win a few, hughes a few
win a few, jews a few
win a few, meuse a few
win a few, moos a few
win a few, muse a few
win a few, news a few
win a few, ooze a few
win a few, ruse a few
win a few, screws a few
win a few, shmooze a few
win a few, shoes a few
win a few, snooze a few
win a few, trews a few
win a few, use a few
win a few, views a few
win a few, who’s a few
win a few, whose a few
win a few, lose a bleu
win a few, lose a blew
win a few, lose a blue
win a few, lose a boo

win a few, lose a brew
win a few, lose a chew
win a few, lose a chou
win a few, lose a chough
win a few, lose a clue
win a few, lose a coo
win a few, lose a coup
win a few, lose a crew
win a few, lose a cue
win a few, lose a dew
win a few, lose a do
win a few, lose a doo
win a few, lose a drew
win a few, lose a du
win a few, lose a due
win a few, lose an ewe
win a few, lose a flew
win a few, lose a flu
win a few, lose a flue
win a few, lose a glue
win a few, lose a gnu
win a few, lose a goo
win a few, lose a grew
win a few, lose a hew
win a few, lose a hue
win a few, lose a hugh
win a few, lose a jew
win a few, lose a knew
win a few, lose a ku
win a few, lose a leu
win a few, lose a lieu
win a few, lose a loo
win a few, lose a lou
win a few, lose a lu
win a few, lose a mew
win a few, lose a moo
win a few, lose a mu
win a few, lose a new
win a few, lose a nu
win a few, lose an ooh

win a few, lose a pew
win a few, lose a pu
win a few, lose a que
win a few, lose a queue
win a few, lose a roux
win a few, lose a ru
win a few, lose a rue
win a few, lose a screw
win a few, lose a shew
win a few, lose a shoe
win a few, lose a shoo
win a few, lose a shrew
win a few, lose a sioux
win a few, lose a skew
win a few, lose a slew
win a few, lose a sough
win a few, lose a spew
win a few, lose a sprue
win a few, lose a stew
win a few, lose a strew
win a few, lose a sue
win a few, lose a threw
win a few, lose a through
win a few, lose a to
win a few, lose a too
win a few, lose a true
win a few, lose a two
win a few, lose a view
win a few, lose a vu
win a few, lose a whew
win a few, lose a who
win a few, lose a woo
win a few, lose a wu
win a few, lose a yew
win a few, lose a you
win a few, lose a yue
win a few, lose a zoo
been hands down
bin hands down

chin hands down
din hands down
fin hands down
finn hands down
gin hands down
grin hands down
gwyn hands down
in hands down
inn hands down
kin hands down
lyn hands down
lynn hands down
min hands down
pin hands down
quin hands down
shin hands down
sin hands down
skin hands down
spin hands down
thin hands down
tin hands down
twin hands down
vin hands down
when hands down
win bands down
win banns down
win bans down
win benz down
win cannes down
win cans down
win fans down
win glans down
win hans down
win lands down
win pans down
win plans down
win sands down
win scans down
win stands down
win trans down

win hands brown
win hands clown
win hands crown
win hands drown
win hands frown
win hands gown
win hands noun
win hands town

been over
bin over
chin over
din over
fin over
finn over
gin over
grin over
gwyn over
in over
inn over
kin over
lyn over
lynn over
min over
pin over
quin over
shin over
sin over
skin over
spin over
thin over
tin over
twin over
vin over
when over

bind back
blind back

find back
fined back
grind back
hind back
kind back
lined back
mind back
mined back
pinned back
rind back
signed back
skinned back
thinned back
tinned back
twined back
twinned back
wind black
wind clack
wind claque
wind crack
wind dak
wind flack
wind flak
wind hack
wind jack
wind knack
wind lac
wind lack
wind mac
wind mack
wind pac
wind pack
wind plaque
wind quack
wind rack
wind sac
wind sack
wind shack
wind slack
wind smack

wind snack
wind stack
wind tack
wind thwack
wind track
wind whack
wind wrack
wind yack
wind yak

bind in
blind in
find in
fined in
grind in
hind in
kind in
lined in
mind in
mined in
pinned in
rind in
signed in
skinned in
thinned in
tinned in
twined in
twinned in

bind into
blind into
find into
fined into
grind into
hind into
kind into
lined into
mind into

mined into
pinned into
rind into
signed into
skinned into
thinned into
tinned into
twined into
twinned into

bind off
blind off
find off
fined off
grind off
hind off
kind off
lined off
mind off
mined off
pinned off
rind off
signed off
skinned off
thinned off
tinned off
twined off
twinned off

bind onto
blind onto
find onto
fined onto
grind onto
hind onto
kind onto
lined onto
mind onto

mined onto
pinned onto
rind onto
signed onto
skinned onto
thinned onto
tinned onto
twined onto
twinned onto

bind through
blind through
find through
fined through
grind through
hind through
kind through
lined through
mind through
mined through
pinned through
rind through
signed through
skinned through
thinned through
tinned through
twined through
twinned through

bind up
blind up
find up
fined up
grind up
hind up
kind up
lined up
mind up

mined up
pinned up
rind up
signed up
skinned up
thinned up
tinned up
twined up
twinned up

gripe down
hype down
pipe down
ripe down
snipe down
stipe down
stripe down
swipe down
tripe down
type down
wipe brown
wipe clown
wipe crown
wipe drown
wipe frown
wipe gown
wipe noun
wipe town

gripe the floor with
hype the floor with
pipe the floor with
ripe the floor with
snipe the floor with
stipe the floor with
stripe the floor with
swipe the floor with
tripe the floor with

type the floor with
wipe the boar with
wipe the boer with
wipe the bore with
wipe the chore with
wipe the core with
wipe the corps with
wipe the crore with
wipe the door with
wipe the drawer with
wipe the for with
wipe the fore with
wipe the four with
wipe the gore with
wipe the hoar with
wipe the lore with
wipe the moore with
wipe the more with
wipe the nor with
wipe the oar with
wipe the or with
wipe the ore with
wipe the pore with
wipe the pour with
wipe the roar with
wipe the score with
wipe the shore with
wipe the snore with
wipe the soar with
wipe the sore with
wipe the spore with
wipe the store with
wipe the swore with
wipe the thor with
wipe the tor with
wipe the tore with
wipe the torr with
wipe the war with
wipe the whore with
wipe the wore with

wipe the yore with
wipe the your with

gripe the slate clean
hype the slate clean
pipe the slate clean
ripe the slate clean
snipe the slate clean
stipe the slate clean
stripe the slate clean
swipe the slate clean
tripe the slate clean
type the slate clean
wipe the ate clean
wipe the bait clean
wipe the bate clean
wipe the crate clean
wipe the date clean
wipe the eight clean
wipe the fate clean
wipe the fete clean
wipe the freight clean
wipe the gait clean
wipe the gate clean
wipe the grate clean
wipe the great clean
wipe the hate clean
wipe the kate clean
wipe the krait clean
wipe the late clean
wipe the mate clean
wipe the pate clean
wipe the plait clean
wipe the plate clean
wipe the prate clean
wipe the rate clean
wipe the sate clean
wipe the skate clean
wipe the spate clean

wipe the state clean
wipe the straight clean
wipe the strait clean
wipe the tate clean
wipe the trait clean
wipe the wait clean
wipe the weight clean
wipe the slate bean
wipe the slate dean
wipe the slate gean
wipe the slate gene
wipe the slate glean
wipe the slate green
wipe the slate greene
wipe the slate jean
wipe the slate keen
wipe the slate lean
wipe the slate lien
wipe the slate mean
wipe the slate mien
wipe the slate preen
wipe the slate queen
wipe the slate scene
wipe the slate screen
wipe the slate seen
wipe the slate sheen
wipe the slate spleen
wipe the slate teen
wipe the slate wean

gripe the smile off face
hype the smile off face
pipe the smile off face
ripe the smile off face
snipe the smile off face
stipe the smile off face
stripe the smile off face
swipe the smile off face
tripe the smile off face

type the smile off face
wipe the aisle off face
wipe the bile off face
wipe the chyle off face
wipe the file off face
wipe the guile off face
wipe the I’ll off face
wipe the isle off face
wipe the kyle off face
wipe the mile off face
wipe the nile off face
wipe the phyle off face
wipe the pile off face
wipe the rile off face
wipe the spile off face
wipe the stile off face
wipe the style off face
wipe the tile off face
wipe the vile off face
wipe the while off face
wipe the wile off face
wipe the smile off ace
wipe the smile off base
wipe the smile off bass
wipe the smile off brace
wipe the smile off case
wipe the smile off chase
wipe the smile off dace
wipe the smile off glace
wipe the smile off grace
wipe the smile off lace
wipe the smile off mace
wipe the smile off pace
wipe the smile off place
wipe the smile off race
wipe the smile off space
wipe the smile off thrace
wipe the smile off trace
wipe the smile off vase

gripe up
hype up
pipe up
ripe up
snipe up
stipe up
stripe up
swipe up
tripe up
type up

admire back to
afire back to
aspire back to
briar back to
brier back to
buyer back to
choir back to
crier back to
drier back to
dryer back to
dyer back to
expire back to
fire back to
flier back to
flyer back to
friar back to
frier back to
fryer back to
higher back to
hire back to
inquire back to
inspire back to
liar back to
perspire back to
prior back to
pyre back to
retire back to

sire back to
tire back to
trier back to
white squire back to
wire black to
wire clack to
wire claque to
wire crack to
wire dak to
wire flack to
wire flak to
wire hack to
wire jack to
wire knack to
wire lac to
wire lack to
wire mac to
wire mack to
wire pac to
wire pack to
wire plaque to
wire quack to
wire rack to
wire sac to
wire sack to
wire shack to
wire slack to
wire smack to
wire snack to
wire stack to
wire tack to
wire thwack to
wire track to
wire whack to
wire wrack to
wire yack to
wire yak to

admire together

afire together
aspire together
briar together
brier together
buyer together
choir together
crier together
drier together
dryer together
dyer together
expire together
fire together
flier together
flyer together
friar together
frier together
fryer together
higher together
hire together
inquire together
inspire together
liar together
perspire together
prior together
pyre together
retire together
sire together
tire together
trier together
white squire together
wire bell heather
wire cold weather
wire fair weather
wire flight feather
wire ooze leather
wire sea feather
wire white feather

bise as Solomon

cries as Solomon
dies as Solomon
eyes as Solomon
flies as Solomon
fries as Solomon
guise as Solomon
guys as Solomon
highs as Solomon
lies as Solomon
pies as Solomon
prise as Solomon
prize as Solomon
rise as Solomon
size as Solomon
skies as Solomon
spies as Solomon
ties as Solomon
tries as Solomon

dish away
fish away
ish away
knish away
squish away
swish away
wish abbe
wish allay
wish array
wish astray
wish ballet
wish betray
wish blue jay
wish bombay
wish bouquet
wish buffet
wish cafe
wish cathay
wish chalet
wish child’s play

wish cliche
wish convey
wish crochet
wish croquet
wish decay
wish defray
wish delay
wish dismay
wish display
wish dossier
wish essay
wish feast day
wish field day
wish filet
wish fillet
wish flag day
wish foul play
wish give way
wish good day
wish gray jay
wish green bay
wish hair spray
wish halfway
wish ira
wish leap day
wish lord’s day
wish make way
wish match play
wish may day
wish moray
wish name day
wish nikkei
wish obey
wish ok
wish okay
wish parfait
wish parquet
wish passe
wish portray
wish prepay

wish puree
wish purvey
wish red bay
wish repay
wish replay
wish risque
wish sachet
wish saint’s day
wish saute
wish school day
wish se
wish sick pay
wish soiree
wish sorbet
wish souffle
wish squeeze play
wish strike pay
wish stroke play
wish survey
wish sweet bay
wish tea tray
wish today
wish toupee
wish twelfth day
wish valet
wish x-ray

dish list
fish list
ish list
knish list
squish list
swish list
wish cyst
wish fist
wish gist
wish grist
wish kissed
wish midst

wish missed
wish mist
wish pissed
wish schist
wish tryst
wish twist
wish whist
wish wrist

dish on
fish on
ish on
knish on
squish on
swish on

wishful blinking
wishful drinking
wishful linking
wishful shrinking
wishful sinking
wishful stinking
wishful winking

with watched aught never boils
with watched baht never boils
with watched blot never boils
with watched bought never boils
with watched brought never boils
with watched caught never boils
with watched clot never boils
with watched cot never boils
with watched dot never boils
with watched fought never boils
with watched fraught never boils
with watched got never boils
with watched hot never boils

with watched jot never boils
with watched knot never boils
with watched lat never boils
with watched lot never boils
with watched lotte never boils
with watched naught never boils
with watched not never boils
with watched nought never boils
with watched ought never boils
with watched plot never boils
with watched rot never boils
with watched scot never boils
with watched scott never boils
with watched shot never boils
with watched slot never boils
with watched snot never boils
with watched sot never boils
with watched sought never boils
with watched spot never boils
with watched squat never boils
with watched swat never boils
with watched taught never boils
with watched taut never boils
with watched thought never boils
with watched tot never boils
with watched trot never boils
with watched watt never boils
with watched wrought never boils
with watched yacht never boils
with watched pot clever boils
with watched pot ever boils
with watched pot lever boils
with watched pot sever boils
with a brine-tooth comb
with a chine-tooth comb
with a dine-tooth comb
with a jain-tooth comb
with a klein-tooth comb
with a kline-tooth comb

with a line-tooth comb
with a mine-tooth comb
with a nine-tooth comb
with a pine-tooth comb
with a quine-tooth comb
with a rhein-tooth comb
with a rhine-tooth comb
with a shine-tooth comb
with a shrine-tooth comb
with a sign-tooth comb
with a sine-tooth comb
with a spine-tooth comb
with a spline-tooth comb
with a stein-tooth comb
with a swine-tooth comb
with a tine-tooth comb
with a trine-tooth comb
with a twine-tooth comb
with a tyne-tooth comb
with a vine-tooth comb
with a whine-tooth comb
with a wine-tooth comb
with a fine-booth comb
with a fine-ruth comb
with a fine-sleuth comb
with a fine-sooth comb
with a fine-truth comb
with a fine-youth comb
with a fine-tooth brome
with a fine-tooth chrome
with a fine-tooth dome
with a fine-tooth foam
with a fine-tooth gnome
with a fine-tooth home
with a fine-tooth loam
with a fine-tooth ohm
with a fine-tooth roam
with a fine-tooth rome
with a fine-tooth tome

with a bevy heart
with a chevy heart
with a levee heart
with a levy heart
with a heavy art
with a heavy bart
with a heavy cart
with a heavy carte
with a heavy chart
with a heavy dart
with a heavy fart
with a heavy hart
with a heavy mart
with a heavy part
with a heavy smart
with a heavy start
with a heavy tart

with ball due respect
with bawl due respect
with brawl due respect
with call due respect
with caul due respect
with crawl due respect
with dahl due respect
with dol due respect
with doll due respect
with drawl due respect
with fall due respect
with gall due respect
with gaul due respect
with hall due respect
with haul due respect
with loll due respect
with mall due respect
with maul due respect
with mol due respect
with moll due respect

with molle due respect
with pall due respect
with paul due respect
with pol due respect
with saul due respect
with scrawl due respect
with shawl due respect
with small due respect
with sol due respect
with sprawl due respect
with squall due respect
with stall due respect
with tall due respect
with thrall due respect
with trawl due respect
with wal due respect
with wall due respect
with all bleu respect
with all blew respect
with all blue respect
with all boo respect
with all brew respect
with all chew respect
with all chou respect
with all chough respect
with all clue respect
with all coo respect
with all coup respect
with all crew respect
with all cue respect
with all dew respect
with all do respect
with all doo respect
with all drew respect
with all du respect
with all ewe respect
with all few respect
with all flew respect
with all flu respect
with all flue respect

with all glue respect
with all gnu respect
with all goo respect
with all grew respect
with all hew respect
with all hue respect
with all hugh respect
with all jew respect
with all knew respect
with all ku respect
with all leu respect
with all lieu respect
with all loo respect
with all lou respect
with all lu respect
with all mew respect
with all moo respect
with all mu respect
with all new respect
with all nu respect
with all ooh respect
with all pew respect
with all pu respect
with all que respect
with all queue respect
with all roux respect
with all ru respect
with all rue respect
with all screw respect
with all shew respect
with all shoe respect
with all shoo respect
with all shrew respect
with all sioux respect
with all skew respect
with all slew respect
with all sough respect
with all spew respect
with all sprue respect
with all stew respect

with all strew respect
with all sue respect
with all threw respect
with all through respect
with all to respect
with all too respect
with all true respect
with all two respect
with all view respect
with all vu respect
with all whew respect
with all who respect
with all woo respect
with all wu respect
with all yew respect
with all you respect
with all yue respect
with all zoo respect
with all due affect
with all due bedecked
with all due collect
with all due confect
with all due connect
with all due correct
with all due defect
with all due deflect
with all due deject
with all due detect
with all due direct
with all due dissect
with all due effect
with all due eject
with all due elect
with all due erect
with all due expect
with all due infect
with all due inject
with all due inspect
with all due neglect
with all due object

with all due perfect
with all due project
with all due protect
with all due reflect
with all due reject
with all due select
with all due subject
with all due suspect
with all due unchecked

with ball the fixin’s
with bawl the fixin’s
with brawl the fixin’s
with call the fixin’s
with caul the fixin’s
with crawl the fixin’s
with dahl the fixin’s
with dol the fixin’s
with doll the fixin’s
with drawl the fixin’s
with fall the fixin’s
with gall the fixin’s
with gaul the fixin’s
with hall the fixin’s
with haul the fixin’s
with loll the fixin’s
with mall the fixin’s
with maul the fixin’s
with mol the fixin’s
with moll the fixin’s
with molle the fixin’s
with pall the fixin’s
with paul the fixin’s
with pol the fixin’s
with saul the fixin’s
with scrawl the fixin’s
with shawl the fixin’s
with small the fixin’s
with sol the fixin’s

with sprawl the fixin’s
with squall the fixin’s
with stall the fixin’s
with tall the fixin’s
with thrall the fixin’s
with trawl the fixin’s
with wal the fixin’s
with wall the fixin’s

with an ai to
with an aye to
with a bi to
with a buy to
with a by to
with a bye to
with a chi to
with a cry to
with a di to
with a die to
with a dry to
with a dye to
with a fly to
with a fry to
with a guy to
with an hi to
with an high to
with a lie to
with a ly to
with a lye to
with a mei to
with a my to
with a nigh to
with a phi to
with a pi to
with a pie to
with a ply to
with a pry to
with a psi to
with a rye to

with a shy to
with a sigh to
with a sky to
with a sly to
with a spry to
with a spy to
with a sri to
with a sty to
with a tai to
with a thai to
with a thigh to
with a thy to
with a tie to
with a tri to
with a try to
with a vi to
with a vie to
with a why to
with a wry to

with goethe barrels
with growth barrels
with loath barrels
with oath barrels
with sloth barrels
with troth barrels

with bees
with breeze
with cheese
with dees
with fees
with freeze
with frieze
with geez
with keys
with knees
with lees

with please
with pees
with sees
with seize
with skis
with sleaze
with sneeze
with squeeze
with tease
with these
with trees
with tweeze
with wheeze

with bise closed
with cries closed
with dies closed
with flies closed
with fries closed
with guise closed
with guys closed
with highs closed
with lies closed
with pies closed
with prise closed
with prize closed
with rise closed
with size closed
with skies closed
with spies closed
with ties closed
with tries closed
with wise closed
with eyes nosed
with eyes posed
with bise open
with cries open
with dies open

with flies open
with fries open
with guise open
with guys open
with highs open
with lies open
with pies open
with prise open
with prize open
with rise open
with size open
with skies open
with spies open
with ties open
with tries open
with wise open
with buying colors
with crying colors
with drying colors
with dyeing colors
with dying colors
with frying colors
with lying colors
with prying colors
with spying colors
with trying colors
with tying colors
with vying colors
with buns blazing
with frunze blazing
with nones blazing
with ones blazing
with runs blazing
with sons blazing
with tons blazing
with gobs on
with jobs on

with my dressing
with my guessing
with my messing
with my pressing
with au strings attached
with beau strings attached
with blow strings attached
with bo strings attached
with bow strings attached
with co strings attached
with cro strings attached
with crow strings attached
with doe strings attached
with doh strings attached
with dough strings attached
with floe strings attached
with flow strings attached
with foe strings attached
with fro strings attached
with glow strings attached
with go strings attached
with grow strings attached
with ho strings attached
with hoe strings attached
with jo strings attached
with joe strings attached
with know strings attached
with ko strings attached
with lo strings attached
with low strings attached
with luo strings attached
with mo strings attached
with moe strings attached
with mow strings attached
with oh strings attached
with owe strings attached
with plough strings attached
with po strings attached

with pro strings attached
with quo strings attached
with rho strings attached
with ro strings attached
with roe strings attached
with row strings attached
with sew strings attached
with show strings attached
with sloe strings attached
with slow strings attached
with snow strings attached
with so strings attached
with sow strings attached
with stow strings attached
with tho strings attached
with though strings attached
with throe strings attached
with throw strings attached
with toe strings attached
with tow strings attached
with whoa strings attached
with woe strings attached
with yo strings attached
with no kings attached
with no rings attached
with no springs attached
with no things attached
with no wings attached
with chose in the air
with close in the air
with clothes in the air
with doze in the air
with froze in the air
with goes in the air
with hose in the air
with knows in the air
with lows in the air
with pose in the air
with pros in the air

with prose in the air
with rose in the air
with shows in the air
with slows in the air
with those in the air
with throes in the air
with throws in the air
with toes in the air
with nose in the bare
with nose in the bear
with nose in the blair
with nose in the blare
with nose in the care
with nose in the chair
with nose in the claire
with nose in the dare
with nose in the err
with nose in the fair
with nose in the fare
with nose in the flair
with nose in the flare
with nose in the glare
with nose in the hair
with nose in the hare
with nose in the heir
with nose in the herr
with nose in the khmer
with nose in the lair
with nose in the mare
with nose in the ne’er
with nose in the pair
with nose in the pare
with nose in the pear
with nose in the prayer
with nose in the rare
with nose in the scare
with nose in the share
with nose in the snare
with nose in the spare
with nose in the square

with nose in the stair
with nose in the stare
with nose in the swear
with nose in the tear
with nose in the their
with nose in the there
with nose in the they’re
with nose in the ware
with nose in the wear
with nose in the where
with ail between legs
with ale between legs
with bail between legs
with bale between legs
with brail between legs
with braille between legs
with dail between legs
with dale between legs
with fail between legs
with faille between legs
with flail between legs
with frail between legs
with gael between legs
with gale between legs
with grail between legs
with hail between legs
with hale between legs
with jail between legs
with kail between legs
with kale between legs
with mail between legs
with male between legs
with nail between legs
with pail between legs
with pale between legs
with quail between legs
with rail between legs
with sail between legs
with sale between legs

with scale between legs
with shale between legs
with snail between legs
with stale between legs
with tale between legs
with trail between legs
with vale between legs
with veil between legs
with wail between legs
with wale between legs
with whale between legs
with yale between legs
with tail between dregs
with tail between eggs
with the blessed of them
with the blest of them
with the breast of them
with the chest of them
with the crest of them
with the dressed of them
with the fest of them
with the guessed of them
with the guest of them
with the jest of them
with the lest of them
with the messed of them
with the nest of them
with the pest of them
with the pressed of them
with the quest of them
with the rest of them
with the stressed of them
with the test of them
with the vest of them
with the west of them
with the wrest of them
with the zest of them
with the naked ai

with the naked aye
with the naked bi
with the naked buy
with the naked by
with the naked bye
with the naked chi
with the naked cry
with the naked di
with the naked die
with the naked dry
with the naked dye
with the naked fly
with the naked fry
with the naked guy
with the naked hi
with the naked high
with the naked lie
with the naked ly
with the naked lye
with the naked mei
with the naked my
with the naked nigh
with the naked phi
with the naked pi
with the naked pie
with the naked ply
with the naked pry
with the naked psi
with the naked rye
with the naked shy
with the naked sigh
with the naked sky
with the naked sly
with the naked spry
with the naked spy
with the naked sri
with the naked sty
with the naked tai
with the naked thai
with the naked thigh

with the naked thy
with the naked tie
with the naked tri
with the naked try
with the naked vi
with the naked vie
with the naked why
with the naked wry
aha from
artois from
bear claw from
bear paw from
black haw from
blue law from
bourgeois from
buzz saw from
case law from
chain saw from
crown saw from
fatah from
grimm’s law from
guffaw from
hurrah from
lynch law from
macaw from
ohm’s law from
pasha from
poor law from
scroll saw from
aha into
artois into
bear claw into
bear paw into
black haw into
blue law into
bourgeois into
buzz saw into
case law into

chain saw into
crown saw into
fatah into
grimm’s law into
guffaw into
hurrah into
lynch law into
macaw into
ohm’s law into
pasha into
poor law into
scroll saw into
dither away
hither away
slither away
zither away
wither abbe
wither allay
wither array
wither astray
wither ballet
wither betray
wither blue jay
wither bombay
wither bouquet
wither buffet
wither cafe
wither cathay
wither chalet
wither child’s play
wither cliche
wither convey
wither crochet
wither croquet
wither decay
wither defray
wither delay
wither dismay
wither display

wither dossier
wither essay
wither feast day
wither field day
wither filet
wither fillet
wither flag day
wither foul play
wither give way
wither good day
wither gray jay
wither green bay
wither hair spray
wither halfway
wither ira
wither leap day
wither lord’s day
wither make way
wither match play
wither may day
wither moray
wither name day
wither nikkei
wither obey
wither ok
wither okay
wither parfait
wither parquet
wither passe
wither portray
wither prepay
wither puree
wither purvey
wither red bay
wither repay
wither replay
wither risque
wither sachet
wither saint’s day
wither saute

wither school day
wither se
wither sick pay
wither soiree
wither sorbet
wither souffle
wither squeeze play
wither strike pay
wither stroke play
wither survey
wither sweet bay
wither tea tray
wither today
wither toupee
wither twelfth day
wither valet
wither x-ray
dither on the vine
hither on the vine
slither on the vine
zither on the vine
wither on the brine
wither on the chine
wither on the dine
wither on the fine
wither on the jain
wither on the klein
wither on the kline
wither on the line
wither on the mine
wither on the nine
wither on the pine
wither on the quine
wither on the rhein
wither on the rhine
wither on the shine
wither on the shrine
wither on the sign
wither on the sine

wither on the spine
wither on the spline
wither on the stein
wither on the swine
wither on the tine
wither on the trine
wither on the twine
wither on the tyne
wither on the whine
wither on the wine
within a base of
within a bass of
within a brace of
within a case of
within a chase of
within a dace of
within a face of
within a glace of
within a grace of
within a lace of
within a mace of
within a pace of
within a place of
within a race of
within a space of
within a thrace of
within a trace of
within a vase of
within a chinch of life
within a cinch of life
within a clinch of life
within a finch of life
within a flinch of life
within a lynch of life
within a pinch of life
within a squinch of life
within a winch of life
within an inch of fife

within an inch of knife
within an inch of rife
within an inch of strife
within an inch of wife
within change
within grange
within mange
within strange
within bites
within cites
within heights
within lights
within nights
within sights
within sites
within tights
within whites
without a bout
without a clout
without a drought
without a flout
without a gout
without a grout
without a knout
without a kraut
without a lout
without an out
without a pout
without a rout
without a route
without a scout
without a shout
without a snout
without a spout
without a sprout
without a stout
without a tout

without a trout
without a ditch
without a fitch
without a flitch
without a glitch
without an itch
without a kitsch
without a niche
without a pitch
without a rich
without a snitch
without a stitch
without a switch
without a twitch
without a which
without a witch
without a second aught
without a second baht
without a second blot
without a second bought
without a second brought
without a second caught
without a second clot
without a second cot
without a second dot
without a second fought
without a second fraught
without a second got
without a second hot
without a second jot
without a second knot
without a second lat
without a second lot
without a second lotte
without a second naught
without a second not
without a second nought
without a second ought

without a second plot
without a second pot
without a second rot
without a second scot
without a second scott
without a second shot
without a second slot
without a second snot
without a second sot
without a second sought
without a second spot
without a second squat
without a second swat
without a second taught
without a second taut
without a second tot
without a second trot
without a second watt
without a second wrought
without a second yacht
without further accrue
without further adieu
without further anew
without further askew
without further babu
without further baku
without further bamboo
without further beef stew
without further brake shoe
without further break through
without further bring to
without further canoe
without further cap screw
without further cebu
without further come through
without further come to
without further construe
without further cut through
without further debut

without further due to
without further ensue
without further eschew
without further fall through
without further fondue
without further get through
without further get to
without further goat’s rue
without further go through
without further go to
without further ground crew
without further gym shoe
without further home brew
without further how to
without further imbue
without further into
without further kazoo
without further kung fu
without further lag screw
without further look to
without further m2
without further make do
without further outdo
without further pass through
without further peru
without further pull through
without further pursue
without further push through
without further put through
without further redo
without further renew
without further review
without further revue
without further run through
without further sea mew
without further see through
without further shampoo
without further steel blue
without further stick to
without further subdue

without further taboo
without further take to
without further tattoo
without further tatu
without further thank you
without further to do
without further turn to
without further undo
without further undue
without further untrue
without further up to
without further urdu
without further used to
without further wahoo
without further withdrew
without further world view
without calf trying
without chaff trying
without gaff trying
without gaffe trying
without graph trying
without laugh trying
without raf trying
without staff trying
without staph trying
without half buying
without half crying
without half drying
without half dyeing
without half dying
without half flying
without half frying
without half lying
without half prying
without half spying
without half tying
without half vying
au betide

beau betide
blow betide
bo betide
bow betide
co betide
cro betide
crow betide
doe betide
doh betide
dough betide
floe betide
flow betide
foe betide
fro betide
glow betide
go betide
grow betide
ho betide
hoe betide
jo betide
joe betide
know betide
ko betide
lo betide
low betide
luo betide
mo betide
moe betide
mow betide
no betide
oh betide
owe betide
plough betide
po betide
pro betide
quo betide
rho betide
ro betide
roe betide
row betide

sew betide
show betide
sloe betide
slow betide
snow betide
so betide
sow betide
stow betide
tho betide
though betide
throe betide
throw betide
toe betide
tow betide
whoa betide
yo betide
woe abide
woe allied
woe applied
woe aside
woe astride
woe beside
woe collide
woe confide
woe decide
woe denied
woe deride
woe divide
woe east side
woe flood tide
woe high tide
woe implied
woe inside
woe low tide
woe misguide
woe outside
woe preside
woe provide
woe replied
woe reside

woe subside
woe supplied
woe untied
woe untried
woe upside
woe war bride
woe worldwide
won’t bight
won’t blight
won’t bright
won’t byte
won’t cite
won’t dwight
won’t fight
won’t flight
won’t fright
won’t height
won’t kite
won’t knight
won’t light
won’t lite
won’t might
won’t mite
won’t night
won’t plight
won’t quite
won’t right
won’t rite
won’t sight
won’t site
won’t sleight
won’t slight
won’t smite
won’t spite
won’t sprite
won’t tight
won’t trite
won’t white
won’t wight

won’t wright
won’t write
won’t father me any
won’t bother me bennie
won’t bother me benny
won’t bother me jenny
won’t bother me many
won’t bother me penny
won’t bother me plenty
won’t bother me twenty
won’t breathe a bird
won’t breathe a blurred
won’t breathe a byrd
won’t breathe a curd
won’t breathe a furred
won’t breathe a gird
won’t breathe a heard
won’t breathe a herd
won’t breathe a nerd
won’t breathe a slurred
won’t breathe a spurred
won’t breathe a stirred
won’t breathe a third

